Hetero interface and twin boundary mediated strengthening in nano-twinned Cu//Ag multilayered materials.
Based on molecular dynamics simulations, tensile mechanical properties and plastic deformation mechanisms of nano-twinned Cu//Ag multilayered materials are investigated in this work. Simulation results show that, due to the stronger strengthening effect of the twin boundary than both the cube-on-cube and hetero-twin interfaces between Cu and Ag layers, the strength increases with the increase of layer thickness for nano-twinned Cu//Ag multilayered materials with a constant twin spacing, while it decreases with the increase of layer thickness for twin-free ones. The strength of hetero-twin multilayered materials is higher than that of the cube-on-cube samples due to the different hetero interfacial configurations. The confined layer slip of dislocation is found to be the dominant plastic deformation mechanism for twin-free hetero-twin multilayered materials and the strength versus twin spacing in nano-twinned samples follows the conventional Hall-Petch relationship. These findings will shed light on the understanding of the plastic deformation mechanisms and the fabrication of high strength nano-twinned multilayered metallic materials.